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My Sidewalks is an intensive reading intervention program 

that offers struggling students a safe place to learn—a 

place where they can feel confident, a place where they can 

succeed. It’s the first program designed to accelerate reading 

through the following research-based issues . . .

sustaIned InstRuCtIon

IntensIve language  
and ConCept development

CRItICal CompRehensIon skIlls  
and stRategIes



Fit Your Framework

sustaIned InstRuCtIon
With instruction that is systematic and 

explicit, My Sidewalks helps you create a 

learning environment that is both consistent 

and predictable so your students can sustain 

progress every day. 

IntensIve language and  
ConCept development
My Sidewalks helps build a foundation for 

future comprehension success with daily, 

intensive language and concept development.

CRItICal CompRehensIon skIlls
along with daily vocabulary instruction,  

My Sidewalks provides explicit and systematic 

instruction on the comprehension skills and 

strategies researchers have identified  

as being the most critical for developing 

reading success. 
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ReseaRCh-Based

no matteR hoW you fRame It, It fIts.

My Sidewalks provides the essential  

elements of Response to Intervention  

(RtI ) in a validated instructional  

design for accelerating  

reading achievement.
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Connie Juel, Ph.D.
professor of education 
school of education
stanford university
Oral Vocabulary, Phonics Instruction

“Research shows that 

for students to make 

significant progress, they 

need systematic and 

intensive instruction that 

is tailored to their current 

instructional level.” 
Sharon Vaughn, Ph.D.

h.e. hartfelder/southland Corporation  

Regents professor, university of texas

Sharon Vaughn, Ph.D.
h.e. hartfelder/southland Corporation  
Regents professor
university of texas
Early Literacy Intervention, The 3-Tier Model Framework

Deborah Simmons, Ph.D.
professor
College of education and human development
texas a&m university
Early Reading Intervention, Early Literacy

Jeanne R. Paratore, Ed.D.
associate professor of education
department of literacy and language development
Boston university
Comprehension Skills and Strategies, Literacy

leadIng ReseaRCheRs In  
ReadIng InteRventIon 

the research stresses the importance of 

intervening early and often to reduce reading 

difficulties. My Sidewalks brings together the 

leading researchers in the areas of reading 

and intervention. It’s the first program 

that truly aligns core reading instruction to 

intensive reading intervention.

Program Authors
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Starting with Early Reading Intervention
My Sidewalks is based on the foundational 

research of Scott Foresman Early Reading 

Intervention (project optimize). developed 

by dr. edward J. kame’enui and dr. deborah 

simmons, this research-based program 

validates components of intervention 

strategies for kindergarten students with 

identified disabilities or those at risk.  

My Sidewalks incorporates these findings.

InstRuCtIonal emphasIs

Emphasizing the essential elements of 

reading affects outcomes. My Sidewalks 

teaches strategically, focusing on the priority 

skills that are critical for student success.

speCIfICIty

Highly specified instruction accomplishes 

more than less specific instruction.  

My Sidewalks teacher’s guides feature 

explicit, consistent, easy-to-follow lessons.

IntensIty

Fast-paced instruction should be 

delivered to small groups of two to  

five students for at least 30 minutes a  

day in addition to their core instruction. 

My Sidewalks provides more teacher 

modeling and feedback, more scaffolding, 

more opportunities for practice, and more 

time on task.

pRogRess monItoRIng

Frequent progress monitoring keeps 

learning on track. In My Sidewalks, progress 

is monitored daily, weekly, and at the unit 

level. assessment informs instruction. 

students may exit the program at midyear 

and at the end of the year.

early Reading Intervention 
teacher’s edition, part 1

ReseaRCh-Based
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• an acceleration plan prioritizes skills so 

you teach less, more thoroughly.

• an abundance of student reading 

material—four selections each week—

allows students to spend half their 

small-group time engaged in reading. 

• an emphasis on oral language, 

vocabulary, and concept development  

is central to the instruction. lessons 

develop deep meaning of concepts and 

vocabulary and elicit extended language 

from children. My Sidewalks addresses 

the fact that comprehension is tied to 

vocabulary knowledge. 

• a focus on word-reading strategies for 

multisyllabic words at levels C–e helps 

teach students to decode the words they 

struggle with the most.

• Integrated instruction meets the needs 

of English Language Learners who need 

to hear and practice oral language, read 

and write english words and sentences, 

and experience language devoted to 

exploring concepts.

• Alignment with Scott Foresman Reading 

Street offers consistent instructional 

routines and terminology. In addition, the 

oral language, vocabulary, and concepts 

developed in My Sidewalks parallel those 

in Reading Street.

Hallmarks of My Sidewalks

level a student Reader

level d student Reader
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30 Weeks of ReadIng InteRventIon,
30–45 mInutes eveRy day.

tier III intervention is for students who are unable  

to benefit from the strategic intervention that 

supports their core reading program. these  

students need more intensive, sustained instruction. 

My Sidewalks provides daily lessons for the full  

30 weeks of the school year—for a minimum  

of 30 minutes a day. the program includes explicit  

and systematic instruction, scaffolds learning, and 

provides ample time for reading every day.

• 30–45 minutes of fast-paced, high-density 

instruction each day

• small groups of two to five students

• may be used during group time in a regular 

classroom, as a pull-out intervention program,  

or as a before- or after-school program

A Year-Long, Daily Approach

sustaIned InstRuCtIon

“Students will not learn 

to become excellent 

comprehenders of any 

given type of text without 

substantial experience 

reading and writing it.”

duke, nell k. and p. david pearson. “effective practices for 
developing Reading Comprehension.” What Research Has to 
Say About Reading Instruction, 3rd ed. International Reading 
association, 2002.



11ACTIVITY

To SayTo Do

Model spelling
sh words.

Spell and Write  What sounds do you hear in shut? (/sh/ /u/ /t/) What are the 
letters for /sh/? Let’s all write sh. What is the letter for /u/? Write u. What is the letter 
for /t/? Write t. Continue practice as time allows. Have children confi rm their spelling 
by comparing it to what you’ve written.
ship fi sh   rush    shell    shop    wish    

2 minutes

Phonemic Awareness Segment and Count Sounds

To SayTo Do

Model.

Lead the 
activity.

Distribute white 
boards. 
Write ship.

Lead children in 
counting sounds as 
they write.

Model  Listen to the sounds in ship. Stretch the sounds /shshsh/ /iii/ /p/ as you 
write sh, i, p. Repeat. This time have children write the letters as you write. Now 
let’s count the sounds in ship. I will say the word slowly and hold up a fi nger for 
each sound: /sh/ /i/ /p/. There are three sounds in ship.

Teach and Practice  Have children say the sounds with you as you point to the 
letters. (/sh/ /i/ /p/) Hold up a fi nger for each sound. How many sounds in ship? (3) 
How many letters in ship? (4) Continue the activity with these words:
shop (3) shell (3) fl ash (4) shot (3) fresh (4)

5–10 minutes

Blending Strategy Digraph sh/sh/

Use the 
blending 
routine.

Write sip and hip.

Display Sound-
Spelling Card 32.

Write shut.

Write dash.

Write each 
practice word.

Check 
understanding of 
practice words.

1 Connect  You already can read words like these. What are the words? 
What is the beginning sound in sip? (/s/) in hip? (/h/) Now let’s look more at  
the letters sh and the new sound the letters have when they are together. 

2 Use Sound-Spelling Card  This is a shark. What sound do you hear at the 
beginning of shark? (/sh/) Say it with me: /sh/. The two letters sh stand for one 
sound, /sh/, when they are together.

3 Listen and Write  Write the letters for /sh/. As you write, say the sound to 
yourself: /sh/. Now say the sound aloud.

4 Model  The two letters sh stand for /sh/. This is how I blend this word. /sh/ /u/ /t/, 
shut. Now you try: /sh/ /u/ /t/, shut.
Repeat with dash. Point out sh can come at the beginning or end of a word.

5 Group Practice  Let’s try the same thing with these words.
shed*    shack*    dish    rush    shin*    brush

6 Individual Practice  Write the words; have each child blend two of them.
ship    shell    wish    shot    cash    shock    fresh

*Children need to make sense of words that they segment and blend. If needed, 
help children with meanings. A shed is a building used to keep things safe and dry. 
Sometimes garden tools are kept in a tool shed. A shack is a tiny house that is not 
in good shape. Your shin is the front part of your leg from your knee to your ankle. 
(Point to it.)

Routine

s   h   u   t d   a   s   h

Word Work

DAY 1 Growing and Changing       33

MORE
PRACTICE

DAY
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Weekly oBJeCtIves

focus on the five critical  

elements of early reading.

tIme fRames

keep instruction focused  

and on task.

InstRuCtIonal RoutInes

use modeling and prompts to 

scaffold students’ learning.

CoRReCtIve feedBaCk

Reteach skills when necessary.

level a teacher’s guide



Closing the Language Gap
teaChIng  foR deep meanIng of 
voCaBulaRy and ConCepts

Researchers such as Connie Juel conclude that many 

struggling readers are in a state of “word poverty.” first 

graders identified as “struggling“ have about 15,000 

fewer words in their vocabulary. My Sidewalks  

is designed to eliminate the language gap.

• explicit instruction of phonemic awareness,  

phonics, and vocabulary

• emphasis on oral vocabulary and concept words

• organized to increase concept knowledge

• extensive reading and writing practice

“Provide struggling readers 

a systematic and sustained 

program of vocabulary 

instruction that teaches 

them more important words 

and efficient strategies in 

less time.”
edwards, e. C., g. font, J. Baumann, and e. Boland. “unlocking 
Word meanings: strategies and guidelines for teaching 
morphemic and Contextual analysis.” Vocabulary Instruction: 
Research to Practice. the guilford press, 2004.

8

IntensIve language and 
ConCept development



Changes

SOCIAL

STUDIE
S

SOCIAL

STUDIE
S

SCIENC
E

SCIENC
E

SCIENC
E

SCIENC
E

Week 1

Growing and Changing Changes in Nature

Changes

Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6

Lesson Focus
How do we 
change as 
we grow?

Lesson Focus
What do we
learn as we
grow and
change?

Lesson Focus
Why are
changes
exciting?

Lesson Focus
What changes 

in a garden?

Lesson Focus
What changes

can we
observe in

nature?

Lesson Focus
How does

nature change
during the

year?

Oral Vocabulary
adult growth
healthy infant
 measurement

9

voCaBulaRy development

oral vocabulary is explicitly taught each week in levels a–B. In levels C–e, the 

emphasis is on concept vocabulary. deep meaning of vocabulary and concepts 

leads directly to comprehension and reading improvement.

ConCept development

every unit develops either a science or 

social studies concept. the learning 

deepens from week to week. In this 

example, the unit concept of “Changes”  

is the focus of each lesson. 

alIgnment to CoRe 
ReadIng pRogRam

the concepts, oral language,  

and vocabulary developed in  

My Sidewalks parallel Scott 

Foresman Reading Street at each 

level. But My Sidewalks also works 

with any core reading program.
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Look at the little duck.

21428_004-029_2NDREV.indd   6 12/13/05   3:10:55 PM

by Patricia Wydell

14

An egg jumps in a nest.
Tap! Tap!

21428_004-029_2NDREV.indd   14 12/13/05   3:11:23 PM
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levels a–B

My Sidewalks provides four, concept-related 

reading selections each week. the first 

selection increases students’ background and 

concept knowledge. the two main selections 

that follow consist of one informational text 

and one narrative text followed by a poem, 

song, or activity. students practice vocabulary 

and write to foster reading comprehension.

Build Background 
(nonfiction)

Informational text 
(nonfiction)

Reading Every Day

levels C–e

levels C–e has the same organizational 

structure as levels a–B. Instruction for the 

background-building selections includes genre 

and text features. the high proportion of 

nonfiction at all levels helps struggling readers 

build concepts for content-area materials. 

Build Background 
(nonfiction)

Informational text 
(nonfiction)

IntensIve language and 
ConCept development
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by Pete Hill

illustrated by 
Luciana Navarro Alves

Josh is big. Josh is six.
Beth is small. Beth is just one.

21428_004-029_2NDREV.indd   20 12/13/05   3:12:02 PM

Read Together

Mrs. Kangaroo,
Is it true,
Are you hiding
Someone new
In the pocket
Part of you?
There must be someone
New and growing,
His little ears
Have started showing.

by Beverly McLoughland

28
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narrative text 
(fiction)

special feature 
(poem, song, activity)

my new Words/pictionary 
(vocabulary practice)

narrative text
(fiction)

special feature 
(hands-on activity)

4 you 2 do 
(Word play, Concept 
Connections, Writing)



Focus on Essentials
teaCh CRItICal CompRehensIon  
skIlls and stRategIes

focused instruction allows children to zero in  

on the most critical elements of early reading.  

My Sidewalks focuses on priority comprehension 

skills. level a targets main idea and supporting 

details, compare and contrast, and sequence. 

levels B–e concentrate on these skills plus drawing 

conclusions. It’s a “less is more” approach. to assist 

students’ comprehension, strategy instruction is 

explicit and direct. 

• explicit instruction focused on priority 

comprehension skills

• Comprehension strategies modeled  

and practiced every week

• on-level skills instruction—text written at  

a lower reading level

 “To make significant 

progress, struggling readers 

need to focus on fewer skills 

more thoroughly.” 
Sharon Vaughn, Ph.D.

h.e. hartfelder/southland Corporation  

Regents professor, university of texas
12

CRItICal CompRehensIon skIlls 
and stRategIes
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CRItICal CompRehensIon skIlls

level d teacher’s guide

CompRehensIon skIlls

each week begins by introducing and then modeling 

the comprehension skill. here, the lesson focuses on 

“sequence.” Children apply the skill using a graphic 

organizer to track the selection’s sequence of events.

as children read the selection in the student 

Reader, they answer questions that focus on the 

comprehension skill. after rereading, children  

retell the story, with a focus on the same skill.

“Comprehension improves 

when teachers design and 

implement activities that 

support the understanding  

of the texts that students  

will read in their classes.”

pearson, p. david and nell k. duke. “Comprehension  
Instruction in the primary grades.” Comprehension  
Instruction: Research-Based Best Practices. the  
guilford press, 2002.

Research into Practice
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level a teacher’s guide

CompRehensIon stRategIes

good readers use strategies to gain meaning from 

a text. every day My Sidewalks integrates explicit 

comprehension strategy instruction before, during, 

and after reading. 

• Before Reading: preview the text, set a purpose for 

Reading, activate and use prior knowledge, make 

and Confirm predictions.

• During Reading: ask and answer Questions, 

Recognize story structure (Characters, setting,  

and plot).

• After Reading: summarize text by Retelling stories 

or Identifying main Ideas, look Back in text to find 

answers to Questions.

“Research shows that explicit 

teaching techniques are 

particularly effective  

for comprehension  

strategy instruction.”

the partnership for Reading, a collaborative effort of the national 
Institute for literacy, the national Instititute of Child health and 
human development, and the u.s. department of education. “put 
Reading first: the Research Building Blocks for teaching Children 
to Read.“ 2001.
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Placement Test Overview
The Level C Placement Test is designed to help you identify the appropriate level at which to 
begin students who will be using My Sidewalks.

The five subtests are to be administered sequentially. The chart below shows the number of items 
in each subtest. Estimated times are given for planning purposes only. Allow as much time as 
needed for each student to complete the test. You may administer this test in two or three sittings.

Subtest Number of Items Estimated Time

1 Consonant Letter-Sounds  25  2 minutes

2 Word Reading Part I  20  1 minute

3 High-Frequency Words  20  1 minute

4 Word Reading Part II  20  2 minutes

5a and 5b Fluency and 
Comprehension

WCPM

Retelling
 10 minutes

Total 85 16 minutes

Directions for Administering the Test
The directions in bold type are to be read aloud. Item numbers appear in the directions for your 
convenience and for use in scoring. They do not appear on students’ pages.

Make two copies of the student’s test, p. 22—one for the student and one on which to mark the 
student’s responses. Also make a copy of the Evaluation Chart, p. 19, for each student. Have 
Benchmark Readers B2 and B6 on hand. For your convenience, the Level B Benchmark Readers 
are reproduced on pp. 97–108.

Begin with Subtest 1. If the student scores less than 80% on Subtests 1–3, discontinue testing. If 
the student scores 80% or better on Subtests 1–3, continue testing.

Scoring
Record scores on the Evaluation Chart. There is an Answer Key on pp. 109–112.

Interpreting the Scores
• If the student scores less than 80% on Subtests 1–3, he or she may be more appropriately 

placed in Level B of My Sidewalks or may require further testing.

• If the student scores 80% or higher on Subtests 1–3 but less than 80% on Subtest 4, have 
the student read Benchmark Reader B2. Students who can read Benchmark Reader B2 
with 95% accuracy and retell with a summative score of 2 may be placed in Level C of 
My Sidewalks.

• Students who score 80% or higher on Subtests 1–4 should be asked to read Benchmark 
Reader B6. If they can read Reader B6 with 90% accuracy and retell with a summative 
score of 3, they may be capable of working in the core third-grade reading program with 
instructional emphasis in the areas of need and with strategic intervention.

18 Placement Test Overview
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4-Step Assessment Plan
 
dIagnosIs and plaCement 

 
monItoR pRogRess 

 
evaluate student pRogRess 

 
exIt the pRogRam

My Sidewalks helps you gather valuable 

information about your students’ 

understanding and mastery of skills, so you 

can make effective instructional decisions.

dIagnosIs and plaCement

administer the placement test to 

determine the level at which to begin 

children and to identify needs.

level C assessment Book

Screening and  
Benchmark Assessment

for a screening test at the beginning 
of the year or for grade-level 
benchmark testing, you may 
want to use DIBELS—dynamic 
Indicators of Basic early literacy 
skills. This test may be downloaded 
from the Internet for free. for 
the test and scoring information, 
see the dIBels Web site at the 
university of oregon.

assessment
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Footer  17Exiting the My Sidewalks Intervention Program  17

Exiting the My Sidewalks Intervention Program
In each level of My Sidewalks, there are two opportunities for students to exit the program—at midyear and at 
the end of the year.

The authors of My Sidewalks appreciate that many factors govern decisions concerning instruction and curriculum 
for individual students. We recognize that the guidelines provided here are subject to the conditions governing 
those decisions in your school or district. Understandably, the guidelines in your school or district regarding 
adequate yearly progress, in addition to processes such as Individualized Education Plans, will influence each 
student’s placement in or exit from any intervention program.

Midyear Exit Criteria
Has the student scored 80% or above on Unit Tests?

YES NO  continue in My Sidewalks
  

Is the student able to profi t from instruction in the 
regular classroom?

YES NO  continue in My Sidewalks
  

Is the student performing successfully in a 
classroom reading program with (or without) extra 
classroom support?

YES NO  continue in My Sidewalks
  

Check Reading of On-Level Material
•  Select the next unread fi ctional passage from the 

classroom reading text.

•  Briefl y discuss the passage and preteach the 
challenging words that have been identifi ed in the 
program teacher’s guide.

•  Read aloud the title and the fi rst paragraph.

•  Ask the student to reread the fi rst paragraph and to 
continue reading for three minutes.

•  As the student reads, record errors.

•  After reading, ask the student to retell what was 
read.

Determine Accuracy At the end of the reading, 
count the number of words read and the number of 
errors. Did the student read with 85% accuracy?

YES NO  continue in My Sidewalks
  

Determine Comprehension Was the student able 
to retell effectively?

YES NO  continue in My Sidewalks
  

Students who can read the classroom text accurately and 
with comprehension are prepared to exit My Sidewalks.

•  If you are hesitant to exit the student, follow the 
Check Reading procedure on more than one 
occasion. If all the data confi rm that the student is 
ready to exit My Sidewalks, then you can exit the 
student with confi dence.

•  If the results are mixed, then continue the student in 
the program.

End-of-Year Exit Criteria
Has the student scored 80% or above on Unit Tests?

YES NO  continue in My Sidewalks
  

Is the student able to profi t from instruction in the 
regular classroom?

YES NO  continue in My Sidewalks
  

Is the student performing successfully in a 
classroom reading program with (or without) extra 
classroom support?

YES NO  continue in My Sidewalks
  

Based on your school or district end-of-year 
assessment, is the student making adequate yearly 
progress?

YES NO  continue in My Sidewalks
  

Students who are making adequate yearly progress 
on school or district end-of-year assessments may be 
prepared to exit My Sidewalks.

21394_003_022_FSD.indd   17 3/1/07   8:12:39 AM
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Fluency Progress Chart, Level B

Unit 4 Unit 5 Unit 6Unit 3Unit 2Unit 1
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65
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45
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35

30

25

20

15

10

1 2 3* 4 5* 1 2 3* 4 5* 1 2 3* 4 5* 1 2 3* 4 5* 1 2 3* 4 5* 1 2 3* 4 5*

*= Fluency Assesment Using Unfamiliar Text

Child’s Name

May be reproduced for classroom use.
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exIt the pRogRam

use the midyear and end-of-year exit 

Criteria to determine if children are ready 

to exit My Sidewalks.

monItoR pRogRess

Check if children met expectations 

for daily lessons. use the forms in the 

teacher’s guide to record progress.

evaluate student pRogRess

assess if children are progressing toward  

grade-level goals with day 5 assessments, 

unit tests, and Benchmark Book reading.

level B teacher’s guide

level a Benchmark Reader level C assessment Book
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my sIdeWalks eaRly ReadIng 
InteRventIon

My Sidewalks begins in kindergarten 

with early reading intervention. Based  

on project optimize, a five-year study  

by dr. edward J. kame’enui and  

dr. deborah simmons, it is scientifically 

proven to help children experience faster 

achievement rates and sustain that level 

of achievement.

My Sidewalks Early Reading Intervention
kIndeRgaRten

Components

• teacher’s guides:

 part 1: learning letter 
names and sounds

  part 2: segmenting, 
Blending, and Integrating

  part 3: Word Reading

  part 4: sentence Reading

• teacher’s Resource  
packages (4)

• student activity Books  
(4 titles, 6 copies of each)

• assessment handbook 

• diz student storybooks  
(10 titles, 6 copies of each)

• diz take-home storybooks 
(6 books, 10 titles in each)

• diz the dinosaur puppet

• picture/Word Cards (174)

• Write-on/Wipe-off  
Cards (6)

• manipulative letter tiles

• alphabet Card package  
(26 d’nealian® tracing 
Cards, 26 ball-and-stick 
tracing Cards, 26 alphabet 
Cards, and a sound 
production Cue Card)

• letter and Word Cards 
package (158 letter Cards,  
229 Word Cards, and 156 
game Cards)

• game Boards and 2- and  
3-square strips (3 game  
Boards, and 15 2- and  
3-square strips)

• professional development 
dvd—Research:  
a message from the 
authors and a Classroom 
demonstration lesson

• fidelity measure for 
teachers (6)
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My Sidewalks Intensive Reading Intervention

Components

level a (gRade 1)

• student Readers  
(5 volumes)

• teacher’s guide  
(2 volumes)

• practice Book

• practice Book  
teacher’s manual

• Benchmark Readers  
(5 volumes)

• assessment Book

• sound-spelling Wall Charts

• sound-spelling Cards

• tested vocabulary Cards

• alphabet Cards

• finger tracing Cards

• manipulative letter tiles

• Write-on/Wipe-off Cards

• sing with me Big Book

• sing with me audio Cds

• student Readers dvd-Rom

level B (gRade 2)

• student Readers  
(6 volumes)

• teacher’s guide  
(2 volumes)

• practice Book

• practice Book  
teacher’s manual

• Benchmark Readers  
(6 volumes)

• assessment Book

• sound-spelling Wall Charts

• sound-spelling Cards

• tested vocabulary Cards

• manipulative letter tiles

• Write-on/Wipe-off Cards

• sing with me Big Book

• sing with me audio Cds

• student Readers dvd-Rom

level C (gRade 3)

• student Readers  
(6 volumes)

• teacher’s guide  
(2 volumes)

• practice Book

• practice Book  
teacher’s manual

• Benchmark Readers  
(6 volumes)

• assessment Book

• sound-spelling Wall Charts

• sound-spelling Cards

• tested vocabulary Cards

• Write-on/Wipe-off Cards

• student Readers dvd-Rom

level d (gRade 4)

• student Readers  
(6 volumes)

• teacher’s guide  
(2 volumes)

• practice Book

• practice Book  
teacher’s manual

• Benchmark Readers  
(6 volumes)

• assessment Book

• tested vocabulary Cards

• Write-on/Wipe-off Cards

• student Readers dvd-Rom

level e (gRade 5)

• student Readers  
(6 volumes)

• teacher’s guide  
(2 volumes)

• practice Book

• practice Book  
teacher’s manual

• Benchmark Readers  
(6 volumes)

• assessment Book

• tested vocabulary Cards

• Write-on/Wipe-off Cards

• student Readers dvd-Rom
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student Readers

My Sidewalks takes high-

interest reading selections 

and puts them in an engaging 

magazine format. every week, 

your tier III students read 

four different selections that 

work together to develop 

a science or social studies 

concept. Week in and 

week out, these fiction and 

nonfiction selections help 

your students get a better 

understanding of the overall 

unit theme (the same themes 

and concepts found in Scott 

Foresman Reading Street). 30 

lessons, organized into 6 units.  

(5 units at Level A)

teacher’s guides

My Sidewalks keeps your 

intervention instruction 

running smoothly. The 

teacher’s guides contain 

everything you need for tier 

III instruction. Complete 

lesson plans focus on high 

priority skills and provide 

daily routines with suggested 

time frames to help you keep 

your instruction focused and 

on time. 

practice Books

finally, a practice book 

written specifically for tier III 

students. These consumable 

workbooks/blackline masters 

give your students additional 

practice in phonics, 

comprehension, vocabulary, 

and writing. Books are 

available for each level 

and have multiple practice 

selections for every lesson. 

plus, each page contains a 

home activity to strengthen 

the school-home connection. 

A Teacher’s Manual with 

answer key is also available.

Benchmark Readers

What’s working for your 

students? Which students 

need more targeted 

instruction? accurately 

assess your tier III students’ 

progress with these unit 

readers. each 8-page book 

contains examples of all 

the skills targeted in the 

unit so you can find out 

instantly whether a student 

is ready to transition out of 

My Sidewalks or still needs 

additional intervention

Aa
English

FSD Proof Stage

astronaut

FSD Proof Stage

Español

Aa

astronauta

alphabet Cards

help your tier III students 

practice letter names and 

sounds with these colorful 

cards. (Level A)



level grade
a 1
B 2
C 3
d 4
e 5
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assessment Book

all your assessment needs, 

all in one book. along with 

assessment instruction, you’ll 

find progress-monitoring 

forms, placement tests, unit 

assessments in individual  

and group formats, and 

guidelines for students to  

exit My Sidewalks.

finger tracing Cards 

hands-on tracing Cards 

allow students to connect 

sounds to letters while they 

learn their letter shapes. 

(Level A)

manipulative letter tiles

sturdy, plastic, manipulative 

tiles help students practice 

word building. (Levels A–B)

student Readers dvd-Rom
Recordings of the student 
Readers read at a fluent 
pace give tier III students 
complete access to every 
selection.

3

Tranquil Nights
Camping out is lots of fun.
We love the tranquil nights.
Gaze at a galaxy of stars
Away from city lights.

We might see wildlife like deer,
And hear spring peepers peep.
Curled up inside our sleeping bags,
We’ll get a good night’s sleep.

Sing to the tune of
Auld Lang Syne

Unit 1
Exploration

Week 3
Henry and Mudge

Oral Vocabulary
tranquil
galaxy
wildlife

16191_003_FSD.indd   3 3/19/05   10:17:55 AM

2

Astronauts in Orbit
Daring astronauts 
Ascend to outer space.
While in orbit, they explore
That strange new place.
They learn new things every day.
Oh, our Earth looks far away.
When they descend, 
Each one has a happy face.

Sing to the tune of
She’ll Be Comin’ ’Round the Mountain

Unit 1
Exploration

Week 2
Exploring Space

Oral Vocabulary
ascend
orbit
descend

16191_002_FSD.indd   2 3/19/05   10:15:29 AMsing with me Big Book

large, illustrated Big Books 

develop oral vocabulary 

and build background. 

pages inspire small group 

discussions using vocabulary 

words and include songs that 

demonstrate the words in 

context. (Levels A–B)

sing with me audio Cd 
song recordings accompany 
each sing with me Big Book. 
Levels A–B

sound-spelling Cards 

Colorful cards with 

instructional routines 

introduce each sound-

spelling in the intervention 

lesson. (Levels A–C)

sound-spelling Wall Charts

large-size formats of the 

sound-spelling Cards are 

ideal for use in small-group 

instruction. (Levels A–C)

tested vocabulary Cards

flash cards build important 

vocabulary knowledge and 

provide additional practice.

Welcome to My Sidewalks

This handy guide shows you 

how to provide effective 

instruction, manage your 

time, and help students  

catch up.

Write-on/Wipe-off Cards

These cards have a write-on/

wipe-off surface and writing 

lines for practicing letter  

forms, letter-sounds,  

spelling, and writing.
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Understanding the Levels
the goal of My Sidewalks is to enable struggling 

readers to succeed with the reading material 

used in their regular classrooms. to achieve this, 

My Sidewalks focuses on accelerating students’ 

acquisition of priority skills. each level is 

designed to provide a year and a half of reading 

growth. Consequently there is an overlap of skills 

between one level and the next.

these pages describe the skills students should 

have to successfully begin each level of My 

Sidewalks and what they will learn in that level. 

the placement tests help you determine the 

correct level at which to enter each student.

To begin this Level a child should know: In this Level, the instructional focus is on:

early Reading Intervention (grade k)

phonological and phonemic awareness

letter names and sounds

Blending regular short-vowel words

sentence reading

level a (grade 1)

some phonological awareness phonemic awareness

letter names

Consonants: Individual letter-sounds, blends, and digraphs

vowels: short, long (CvCe), and r-controlled

Blending words and fluent word reading

high-frequency words

oral vocabulary and concept development

Building fluency (40–60 WCpm)

passage reading and retelling

dIstInCtIons BetWeen levels
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To begin this Level a student should know: In this Level, the instructional focus is on:

level B (grade 2)

letter names

Individual consonant letter-sounds

some basic high-frequency words

and be able to read Benchmark Reader a2 with  
accuracy and comprehension

phonemic awareness

letter names and sounds

Blending words and fluent word reading

high-frequency words

oral vocabulary and concept development

Building fluency (70–90 WCpm)

passage reading and retelling

level C (grade 3)

Consonants: Individual letter-sounds, blends, and digraphs

vowels: short and long (CvCe) and be able to distinguish between them

a wider range of high-frequency words

and be able to read Benchmark Reader B2 with  
accuracy and comprehension

Blending words and fluent word reading

decoding multisyllabic words, including words with one or more affixes

phonics: vowels

Concept vocabulary

Building fluency (100–120 WCpm)

passage reading and summarizing

level d (grade 4)

Consonants: Individual letter-sounds, blends, and digraphs

vowels: short and long (CvCe) and be able to distinguish between them

how to decode regular vC/Cv words with short and  
long (CvCe) vowels

many high-frequency words

and be able to read Benchmark Reader C1 with accuracy and 
comprehension

decoding multisyllabic words, including words with one or more affixes

phonics: less frequent vowel patterns, such as vowel diphthongs

Concept vocabulary

Building fluency (110–130 WCpm)

passage reading and summarizing

level e (grade 5)

Consonants: Individual letter-sounds, blends, and digraphs

vowels: short and long (CvCe) and be able to distinguish between them

how to decode regular vC/Cv words with short and  
long (CvCe) vowels

many high-frequency words

and be able to read Benchmark Reader d1 with  
accuracy and comprehension

decoding multisyllabic words, including words with one or more affixes

phonics: less frequent vowel patterns, such as vowel diphthongs

Concept vocabulary

Building fluency (120–140 WCpm)

passage reading and summarizing
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sCope and seQuenCe

Concepts of print and print awareness   level a level B level C level d level e
develop awareness that print represents spoken language and conveys and preserves meaning •
Identify parts of a book and their functions (front cover, title, page numbers) •
understand the concept of letter and word (including constancy of words and word boundaries) •
track print (front to back of book, top to bottom of page, left to right on line, sweep back left for next line) •
match spoken to printed words •
know capital and lowercase letter names and match them •
Write capital and lowercase letters •
phonemic awareness

Identify sounds that are the same or different • •
Identify and isolate initial, final, and medial sounds • •
Blend sounds orally • • •
segment a word into sounds • • •
add or delete phonemes • • •
phonics

understand and apply the alphabetic principle that spoken words are composed of sounds that are represented by letters. •
know letter-sound relationships • • •
Blend sounds of letters to decode • • • • •

Consonants • •
Consonant blends • • •
Consonant digraphs • • •
vowels

short • • • • •
long • • • • •
r-Controlled • • • • •
digraphs • • • • •
diphthongs • • • •
other vowel patterns • • • • •

phonograms/word families • • •
  decode words with common word parts

Base words and inflected endings • • • • •
Contractions • • • • •
possessives • •
Compounds • • • • •
suffixes and prefixes • • • •

Blend syllables to decode words • • • • •
vC/Cv • • • • •
Consonant + le • • • • •
vC/v and v/Cv • • • • •
vCCCv • • •
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  level a level B level C level d level e
v/v • • •

spelling

use sound-letter knowledge to spell • • • • •
use knowledge of word structure to spell • • • • •

Blend multisyllabic words • • • • •
Reading fluency

Read aloud fluently with accuracy, comprehension, and appropriate pace/rate • • • • •
practice fluency in a variety of ways, including choral reading, partner/paired reading, repeated oral reading, tape-assisted • • • • •
Work toward appropriate fluency goals 40–60 70–90 100–120 110–130 120–140

vocabulary (oral and Written)

Recognize regular and irregular high-frequency words automatically • •
Recognize and understand lesson vocabulary • • • • •
develop vocabulary through direct instruction, concrete experiences, reading, and listening to text read aloud • • • • •

use concept vocabulary • • • • •
use speaking vocabulary • •

use knowledge of word structure to figure out word meaning • • • •
use context clues

  to confirm word identification • • •
  to determine word meaning of multiple-meaning words, homonyms, homographs • • •
   to determine word meaning of unfamiliar words • • •

understand synonyms and antonyms • • •
text Comprehension

Comprehension strategies

preview the text • • • • •
set and monitor purpose for reading • • • • •
activate and use prior knowledge • • • • •
make predictions • • • • •
ask and answer questions • • • • •

look back in text for answers • • •
Recognize story structure: characters, plot, setting • • • • •
summarize text by retelling stories or identifying main ideas • • • • •
use graphic and semantic organizers • • •

Comprehension skills

Compare and contrast • • • • •
draw conclusions • • • •
main idea and supporting details • • • • •
sequence of events • • • • •

Write in response to text • • • • •
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